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In the present work the acoustic emission (AE) technique is applied to examine some aspects influencing concrete

failure in compression. By monitoring a structure by means of the AE technique, it proves possible to detect the

occurrence of stress-induced cracks. Cracking, in fact, is accompanied by the emission of elastic waves that

propagate within the bulk of the material. These waves can be received and recorded by transducers applied to the

surface of the structural elements. This technique can be used for diagnosing structural damage phenomena. The

current paper presents a mixed experimental and theoretical approach to evaluate the energy density dissipated

during compression at each value of strain. Through this method, the two semi-empirical Gutenberg–Richter (GR)

laws, well-known in seismology, are verified, the fractal interpretation results of which are very close to the essence

of the AE phenomenon. Furthermore, the mentioned approach allows the parameter of ‘magnitude’ to be identified,

appearing in the laws, with the number of oscillations larger than a given threshold measured in volts. Finally, the

developed concepts are applied to the study of the compression phenomenon. In particular, by this approach, it is

possible to distinguish between the energy progressively dissipated or stored in a compressed structural element.

Notation

a, b, C, C Gutenberg–Richter (GR) law experimental

coefficients

C, c cumulative distribution law coefficients

D fractal exponent

d specimen diameter

E energy released during an event of intensity

m

Emin minimum detectable released energy

h specimen height

I number of steps

ITOT total number of steps

k stiffness

m GR law earthquake magnitude

m mass

N number of AE oscillations in a time

interval ˜t

Nc cumulative number of AE oscillations

N (v) cumulative distribution of AE signals

n number of events larger than m, or number

of particles with radius larger than r

ntot total number of events, or total number of

particles

M(, r) mass of fragments with radius smaller than

r

M total mass of fragments

r crack dimension, or fragment dimension

rmin minimum crack advancement, or minimum

fragments size

rmax maximum fragment size

T period of the oscillation

V concrete specimen volume

x0 initial value of an AE signal oscillation

xmin minimum detectable value of an AE signal

oscillation

˜t time interval

� damping

�cr critical damping

� strain

� ¼ �=�cr relative damping

ºn circular frequency

� stress

Introduction

One of the most successful applications of acoustic

emissions (AE) consists of detecting the presence of

discontinuities or cracks, and their location, in concrete
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specimens and structures. The AE technique has been

used in load testing of concrete structures and specimens.

It is a passive non-destructive technique, and acoustic

signals are emitted only when a permanent, non-reversi-

ble deformation occurs inside a material. The AE tech-

nique is extremely useful for detecting the formation of

cracks and microcracks in concrete structures.1–9

The AE monitoring technique is similar to the one

employed in earthquake control, where seismic waves

reach the monitoring stations situated on the surface of

the earth. As a rule, acoustic emissions are acquired by

means of piezoelectric transducers (PZT) that exploit

the property of certain crystals to generate electrical

signals whenever they are subjected to mechanical stres-

ses. Transducers can be resonant or wide band, and must

be calibrated on frequency values of between 50 and

800 kHz. The acquisition of the ultrasonic signals owing

to cracking, especially p-waves, is by means of transdu-

cers connected to control units that are able to process

the signals received.6,8 Although they take place on very

different scales, these two families of phenomena—

damage in structural materials and earthquakes in geo-

physics—are very similar: in either case, in fact, there is

a release of elastic energy from sources located inside a

medium. Another similarity between complex seismic

phenomena and damage processes in structures, as as-

sessed by means of the AE technique, is provided by the

statistical distribution of earthquakes: high magnitude

earthquakes, in fact, are less frequent than lighter

quakes, this phenomenon is quantified by the first Gu-

tenberg–Richter (GR) law.10 The validity of this analogy

has been confirmed by various authors, who demon-

strated how the amplitude of the AE signals, associated

with the formation of microcracks in the structural

elements monitored, follows the GR power law

frequency–magnitude statistics.5,8,11 They also meas-

ured the cumulative energy in the acoustic emission

activity and found that this activation is very similar to

the power law seismic activation in the geological faults,

as demonstrated by the second GR law.10,11

A very important aspect of this is that, in many kinds

of structures, especially very complex or highly redun-

dant ones, there are places where stresses are low, or

even approach zero. These low stress areas do not emit,

and therefore will not interfere with AE monitoring

results; however, this does not rule out the possibility

that stresses in other areas can be high enough to

undermine the bearing capacity of a construction. In

this manner, once the damaged or cracked parts of a

structure, which generally correspond to the zones

where stresses are highest, have been identified, the AE

method makes it possible to assess the evolution of

damage and predict whether it will gradually come to a

halt or will propagate faster and faster. With this criter-

ion, by distributing several sensors covering adjacent

areas, it proves possible to take into account stress

redistribution capacities even in a complex structure.

This method was applied by the current authors to the

monitoring of reinforced concrete structures and ma-

sonry structures by arranging the sensors in the zones

subject primarily to high compressive stresses.1–7 More-

over, based on fractal concepts, a multiscale criterion

has been formulated to predict the propagation of da-

mage in concrete structural elements. According to this

method, the damage level of a structure can be estimated

from AE data obtained on a reference specimen ex-

tracted from a structure and tested up to failure.1,6

The aim of the present study is to demonstrate how

the GR laws do not amount to a simple experimental

observation also based on the AE monitoring process,

but rather constitute a theoretical interpretation of the

AE activity. Based on these considerations, the energy

density dissipated during compression and fragmenta-

tion of heterogeneous quasi-brittle materials was evalu-

ated. This innovative method is substantially based on

the acoustic emission technique and on fractal geome-

try. The results obtained from a great number of tests

performed on specimens drilled from a real structure

were used to evaluate scale effects on AE activity.1,2,6

A statistical and fractal analysis has been also per-

formed to take into account the multiscale aspect of

cracking phenomena. This approach made it possible to

verify the two semi-empirical GR laws,10 widely used

in seismology, whose fractal interpretation is very close

to the essence of the AE phenomenon.11,12 The fractal

theory, based on the geometrical self-similarity of

structural defects, has the aim of defining simple but

rigorous laws, useful to evaluate the energy progres-

sively released by a compressed structural element.

By applying these criteria to AE analysis it is possi-

ble to obtain a better understanding of the relationship

between microstructural events and macroscopic behav-

iour and reach a better position to formulate predictive

models, either about laboratory scale effects or full-size

structural performance and reliability. In this manner,

the methods used for the study of earthquakes and

other seismic phenomena can be transferred to materi-

als sciences and can provide useful criteria for the

control of civil structures.

Fundamentals of AE technique

Cracking is accompanied by emission of elastic

waves, which propagate within bulk material. These

waves can be received and recorded by transducers

applied on the surface of the structural element.8 The

AE method, which is called ring-down counting or

event-counting, considers the number of waves beyond

a certain threshold level and is widely used for defect

analysis.9,13 As a first approximation, in fact, the cumu-

lative number of counts Nc can be compared with the

amount of energy released during the loading process,

assuming that both quantities increase with the extent

of damage (Fig. 1). The quantity that characterises the

distribution of peak amplitude is the cumulative distri-
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bution N(v), which represents the number of recorded

signals with peak amplitude larger than v (measured in

volts). Similar analyses are commonly carried out, at

different scales, in seismology, where it was demon-

strated that a larger number of emissions corresponds

to smaller amplitudes, whereas larger amplitudes are

restricted to fewer events.10,11,14

Experimental set-up

Test specimens and testing equipment

As pointed out in the Introduction, all the cylindrical

specimens were obtained by drilling from a real concrete

structure.1,2,6 The concrete, of poor mechanical charac-

teristics, has an apparent specific weight of about

2.23 g/cm3 and a maximum aggregate size of about

15 mm. The cement amount is around 100 kg/m3. Three

different diameters are considered in a maximum scale

range of 1:3.6. The specimens present a height/diameter

ratio h/d ¼ 1 and d is chosen equal to 27.5, 59, 99 mm,

respectively. Six identical specimens have been tested

for d ¼ 99 and 59 mm, and three identical specimens for

d ¼ 27.5 mm. The tests have been performed by an

electronic controlled Servo-hydraulic Material Testing

Systems machine (810 model) with a capacity of

250 kN.1,2,6 This kind of machine is controlled by an

electronic closed-loop servo-hydraulic system. It is

therefore possible to perform tests under load or displa-

cement control. The displacements are recorded by a

couple of inductive-bridge transducers (Hottinger Bald-

win Measurements Inc. W10 model) applied on the

loading platens, with a maximum stroke of 10 mm (Fig.

2). The geometries of the tested specimens and the

average values obtained from the experiments are sum-

marised in Table 1.

Displacement control and boundary conditions

The system adopted in the compression test utilises

rigid steel platens. All compression tests have been

performed under displacement control, by imposing a

constant rate of the displacement of the upper loading

platen. A displacement rate equal to 4 3 10�4 mm/s

was adopted for all specimens, in order to obtain a very

slow crack growth and to detect all possible AE signals.

In this way, it was possible to also capture the softening

branch of the stress–strain diagrams (Fig. 3).

AE data acquisition system

The apparatus consists of two PZTs, applied on the

specimen surface and calibrated in the frequency range

between 50 and 500 kHz, and of two data acquisition

systems.1,2,6 The threshold level of the signal is set equal

to 100 �V and it is amplified up to 100 mV. According

to the literature, this represents the typical value used

for AE measurements in concrete.8,15 The oscillation

counting capacity has been set equal to 255 counts in

120 s, that is, a single event is the result of 2 recording

minutes. By means of this system, the intensity of a

single event is calculated assuming that the amplitude v

of the signals is proportional to the number of counts N

recorded in the time interval (event-counting). Clearly,

this hypothesis is fully justified in the presence of slow

crack growth.

Typical AE activity under compression

The global scale-dependent behaviour of concrete in

compression can be explained by linear elastic fracture

mechanics (LEFM), which contemplates energy dissi-

pation over fracture surfaces.16,17 Moreover, the stress

against time curve for a specimen of medium size,

characterising the AE activity, is represented in Fig. 3.

Compressive stress, cumulated event number Nc and

event rate (per each couple of minutes) are depicted in

Fig. 3(a).

Figure 3(b) shows compressive stress and cumulated

event number as functions of nominal strain. In the same

diagram, the derivative of the cumulative curve is also

reported. The AE data in Fig. 3(b) are divided into six

regimes according to the stress level (loading stages),

from (a) to (f), for the convenience of analysis. The

compressive stress is calculated from the imposed com-

pressive load divided by the original cross-sectional

area. The nominal strain is the elongation, measured by

the control inductive bridge transducer, and divided by

the original height of the specimen. In regime (a), which

is the initial portion of the stress–strain curve, few AE

events can be recorded because the stress level is rather
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Fig. 1. Detected signals by AE technique

Richter’s law interpretation
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low at this loading stage. After that, a sensible AE

activity starts to be detectable around 42–45% of the

peak stress (�u), in regime (b), where the stress level is

within the interval 0.4–0.8 �u. In this regime, a small

but gradually increasing number of AE events can be

recorded, although the material is still deformed elasti-

cally. Such a gradually increasing amount of AE events

extends to regime (c), in which the stress level varies

from 0.8 �u to �u and the stress–strain response is non-

linear. The event rate reaches its maximum value at the

beginning of regime (f), in the softening branch of the

diagram, where the compressive stress is around 0.4 �u.

This remark implies that the AE activity is closely re-

lated to this loading stage, where the central portion of

the specimen undergoes extensive cracking that domi-

nates the emission.

AE activity interpreted by GR laws

The GR laws are substantially empirical.10,11,14 In

this section their theoretical interpretation based on the

fractal approach is suggested.

The first GR law can be written as

���
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Fig. 2. Compression tests and typical shear failure of a concrete specimen

Table 1. Average values obtained from experiments

Specimen type Diameter:

mm

Peak load:

daN

Stress at peak load �u:
MPa

Stress–strain area up to

� ¼ 0.05; MPa

NC number at

� ¼ 0.05

NC/Vol. at � ¼ 0.05

S1 27.5 451.4 7.6 0.216 2500 0.153

S2 59 1941.2 7.1 0.181 7000 0.043

S3 99 5003.5 6.5 0.167 9500 0.012
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Fig. 3. Compressive stress and AE signals as functions of time or strain
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log n ¼ C � bm (1)

where n is the number of events with intensity larger

than m, and C and b are experimental constants. On the

other hand, the second law reads

log E ¼ C þ am (2)

where E represents the energy released by a single

event of intensity m, and C and a are experimental

constants. Inserting equation (2) into equation (1) gives

the following relationship

log n ¼ C � c log E (3)

The last equation can be directly obtained assuming

a fractal (self-similar) distribution in the size of the

cracks:18,19

n=ntot ¼ rmin=rð ÞD (4)

The above distribution simply means that there is a

power-law correlation between the number of events n

(crack propagation) with advancement (of the crack)

larger than r, and r itself. In equation (4), D is the so-

called fractal exponent, rmin is the minimum crack

advancement and ntot is the total number of events.

The fractal hypothesis of equation (4) describes a

self-similar process that is typically verified from an

experimental point of view.12 A similar equation has

been recently proposed for comminution processes,18,19

in which n represents the number of particles with

radius larger than r obtained from fragmentation. It

represents the cumulative distribution function for the

fragment size probability density, that can be integrated

to compute the mass of particles with radius smaller

than r

M , rð Þ /
ð r

rmin

r3dn / r3�D � r3�D
min

� �
ffi r3�D (5)

The last equality is valid for the usual values of D

lower than 3, so that the ratio of this partial mass to the

total mass of fragments becomes

M , rð Þ=M ffi r=rmaxð Þ3�D
(6)

It is very interesting to note that each type of energy

involved in the process, for example, to create fracture

surfaces (dissipated), as well as transformed into kinetic

energy (released), can be assumed as proportional to

the surface area of the crack,18,19 that is, E / r2. Even

if it is quite intuitive for fracture energy (according to

the Griffith assumption) it is true also for the kinetic

energy released in the AE process.

According to these considerations and assuming

E / r2, equation (4) becomes

n=ntot ¼ Emin=Eð ÞD=2 (7)

or

log
n

ntot
¼ � D

2
log

E

Emin

(8)

that is coincident with equation (3), with c.ffi D/2

A dynamic system is now considered with given

properties of inertia, stiffness and damping. Attention

is focused on a single degree of freedom system with

mass m, stiffness k and damping �. After an event

(impulse), the displacement of the structure will corre-

spond to a damped oscillation with amplitude from an

initial value x0 to a final value xmin.
20 The existence of

a minimum non-zero value for the displacement is con-

nected with the experimental apparatus sensitivity. N is

the number of oscillations, occurring in a time ˜t,
between these two extreme values. The ratio between

initial and minimum displacements can be easily ob-

tained as

x0=xmin ¼ e�º n˜ t (9)

with ºn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=m

p
and � ¼ �=�cr, where �cr ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
km

p
is

the critical damping of the structure. The energy E of

the considered event will be proportional to x20, as well

as the interval ˜t will be equal to NT,

T ¼ 2�=(ºn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �2

p
) being the (pseudo-) period of the

oscillation. As a consequence, the energy becomes

E=Emin ¼ e2�ºn NT (10)

or, in an equivalent form20

log
E

Emin

¼ 4��ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �2

p N (11)

that is coincident with equation (2),if the number of

oscillations N (which does not fit with the number n of

events previously introduced) is proportional to the

magnitude m of the event in particular it is expected

(for E ffi Emin, m ¼ 0):

m ¼ log
E

Emin

¼ 4��ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ �2

p N (12)

Equation (12) shows that in the GR laws the magni-

tude of an event can be considered proportional to the

number of oscillations owing to the event and that

a ffi 1. In addition, the equivalence between equations

(3) and (8) as well as between equations (2) and (11)

represents the theoretical interpretation of the two GR

laws.

Acoustic emission during compression

During a compression test the amount of energy

dissipated typically by crack propagation can be de-

tected step by step by acoustic emission.

In particular, from equation (8) and taking into ac-

count equation (11) the following is obtained

log
n

ntot
¼ � 2�D�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� �2
p N (13)

Richter’s law interpretation
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that is coincident with equation (1) with b ffi D/2, or

E Nð Þ=Emin ¼ e (4��=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1��2

p
)N (14)

The constant of proportionality Emin is unknown and

can be determined imposing that at the end of the com-

pression test the energy dissipation is coincident with

the volume V of the specimen times the area under the

stress–strain curve, that is, with the total energy dissi-

pated

Emin ¼
V

ð
�d�

XITOT
i¼1

e (4��=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1��2

p
)Ni

(15)

ITOT being the total number of steps. The energy dis-

sipation at a generic step I during the compression test

can be predicted as

E Ið Þ ¼ Emin

XI

i¼1

e (4��=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1��2

p
)Ni (16)

Experimental assessment

A comparison between experimental results and

theoretical predictions is herein presented. The example

regards a specimen type S1, with d equal to 27.5 mm.

Submitting the fragments of this specimen to a statisti-

cal analysis, the parameter D is quantified in equation

(6). This parameter represents the slope, in the biloga-

rithmic plane, of the diagram that relates mass and

relative fragment size. From the best fit, the slope 3–

D ffi 0.75 is obtained, Fig. 4(a), so that the fractal

exponent is D ffi 2.25. Note that such fractal exponent

can be estimated according to three independent meth-

odologies, namely size effects on dissipated energy

density,19 particle size distribution19 and acoustic emis-

sion scaling.3 The stress plotted against time curve,

with cumulated event number, is represented in Fig.

4(b), while the distribution of events n/ntot versus N

(number of oscillations per each couple of minutes)

during the compression test, is reported in Fig. 4(c).

Comparing the best-fit straight line, obtained from the

experimental results, with equation (13), the � para-
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meter is 6.9 3 10�4. At this point it is possible to

represent from equation (14) the theoretical energy dis-

sipation as a function of the number of oscillations

(Fig. 4(d)). Calculating the area under the stress–strain

curve of Fig. 4(b), the value Emin is obtained from

equation (15). Finally, the energy dissipation at a gener-

ic step, during the compression test, is obtained by

equation (16) (Fig. 4(e)).

Conclusions

The aim of the present study is to demonstrate how

the GR laws, on which seismology is based, do not

amount to a simple experimental observation which

also depends on the AE monitoring process, but rather

constitute a theoretical interpretation of the acoustic

emission activity.

For the interpretation of the two well-known empiri-

cal GR laws, the acoustic emission technique and frac-

tal geometry were relied upon. Furthermore, this

approach made it possible to identify the ‘magnitude’

parameter, appearing in the laws, with the number of

oscillations larger than a given threshold (the sensitivity

of the experimental apparatus to measure the acoustic

emission after a given event). Finally, these concepts

were applied to the study of the compression phenom-

ena. In particular, with this approach, it is now possible

to distinguish between the energy progressively dissi-

pated or stored in a compressed structural element.

In this manner, the methods used for the study of

earthquakes and other seismic phenomena can be trans-

ferred to the science of materials and can provide use-

ful criteria for the control of civil structures. By

applying these criteria to AE analysis, a better under-

standing is gained of the relationship between micro-

structural events and macroscopic behaviour and it

becomes more probable that predictive models can be

formulated, either about laboratory scale effects or full-

size structural performance and reliability.
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